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Brothers a tale of two sons review switch

GameHelpHe played Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons? We invite you to read our updated PRIVACY POLICY and COOKIE POLICY. Starbreeze's award-winning indie game gets a proper co-op mode for the first time, but does that make the experience better or worse? Son's homage to the 'caring' dad
swept out to sea with his dog With original creator Starbreeze Studios currently in serious financial trouble the appearance of their most critically acclaimed title on Nintendo Switch may come as a surprise. But developer Payday sold the rights to the game to publisher 505 Games and this new version has
nothing to do with them, or to original director Josef Fares - who left the company to make A Way Out similar, but considerably less healthy. At first glance, Brothers looks like an unofficial fable spin-off and at first seems to have a fairytale plot that's easy to match. Play as two brothers sent into a fantasy
world to find a cure for their dying father. There is no dialogue, however, or at least no one can understand it, as everyone speaks in an incomprehensible invented language and there are no subtitles. But thanks to the clever construction of the scene it is always very easy to understand what is
happening, since the game takes a step back from Nintendo's insistence on no spoken dialogue for not having formal scripts of any kind. This instantly infuses characters with more personalities than any amount of clumsy dialogue and bad vocal acting could handle, while customizing the experience for
each player. It's not even that everything is transmitted through animation, since when the game zooms in for a close-up you realize that the graphics are actually much simpler than the usual aerial view pretends. Instead it is the actions of the two brothers - and the differences between them - that give
much of the character. For example, approaching an elderly villager with his older brother might see him ignored and sent on his way, while the youngest is able to enchant himself. However, many interactions are purely for character-building purposes, from the younger brother into a well to test his depth
to the two that show very different skill levels when it comes to playing the harp. When we describe the game as a fairy tale we do it in brothers grimm's sense of the term. The tone and nature of the game becomes darker and darker as you progress, from a completely optional opportunity to prevent a
man from hanging himself from the watering fields that become the backdrop to the final hours of the game. The storytelling techniques of the game are not its only novelty and we still have to mention what at first seems the most distinctive feature of the game: the fact that you are controlling both
brothers at the time, literally. The older brother is controlled by the left analog stick and left trigger and the younger brother with the right stick and trigger. It's a bizarre idea, and to be brutally honest it's not always a One. You can probably already imagine the kind of puzzles that this leads to, from just
pushing on a wall, to acting like a bait to avoid enemies, or work machinery and switches to allowing the other past some unspeakably complicated obstacle. The control system is never frustrating enough to send you back to play. And it's worth all the trouble purely for a puzzle right at the end, which is
incredibly clever in its combination of game mechanics with the weight of three hours of increasingly disturbing storytelling. Although we warn you that the very end of the game is more a test of your tear ducts than of the trigger finger. Brothers has been brought in multiple formats over the years, since its
initial appearance on Xbox 360 in 2013, but the Switch version is the first to include an effective co-op option. Which is a surprising decision because we remember distinctly, when he was first released, Starbreeze saying that this would defeat the whole point of the game. It doesn't, but the raucous nature
of cooperative play means that some of the subtlest elements of the narrative can be lost in shuffling. It's just an option, so there's no reason to complain about its inclusion. Especially since the game is cheaper than its initial version, which we wouldn't have taken as a bed given how Switch prices usually
work. However you play it, Brothers: A Tale Of Two Sons is still a compelling storytelling experience. One that passes its point through action and inference, not blurring with non-interactive cut scenes. Let's say 505 Games bought the rights to turn the game into a franchise, but so far there's no sign of
any kind of sequel. But that doesn't matter when the original hasn't lost any of its power. In short: Worldless storytelling is as compelling as ever, and the deliberately frustrating control system still feels like an exciting and daring experiment - now softened by an optional co-op mode. Pros: Superb
characterization that works almost entirely through gameplay. Deceptively obscure plot with a memorable final act. Attractive graphics and a great score. Welcome cooperative option. Viewpoints: The single-player control system can often be frustrating and many of the puzzles are quite a note and
predictable. Score: 8/10 Formats: Nintendo SwitchPrice: £9.99Publisher: 505 GamesDeveloper: Turn Me Up Games and Fractured Byte (original by Starbreeze Studios)Release date: May 28, 2019 Age assessment: 16 Email gamecentral@ukmetro.co.uk, leave a comment below and follow us on Twitter
When Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons first roamed the wonderfully indie-centric Xbox 360 market in 2013, brought the term co-op with a new meaning. With a new generation of consoles months later, Payday 2 developer Starbreeze Studios captured the imagination of critics and players. It was a
cooperative game for people who don't really like to share space and responsibility with another person, with both of his brothers checked with both joysticks on the same pad. Frustratingly short but utterly seductive, Brothers remained one of the most beloved curios of the previous generation. It's been
years since Starbreeze sold brothers rights to Italian publisher 505 Games - and few since outspoken director Josef Fares moved to form a new studio and produce the funny (and very similar) A Way Out for EA - but Brothers, like so many other games of the past, has been relaunched for current
technology , and this includes some new fundamental changes to the version that has wandered on Nintendo Switch. Now it's both a cooperative single-player game and a traditional two-player experience. For many, Brothers' unusual approach to the agency was either a stroke of mechanical genius -
each brother's movement is mapped to one of the sticks, with that respective activation button acting as a contextual action button - or an impenetrable concept that evoked more frustration that satisfied magic. So, 505 Games made Switch's biggest support for local multiplayer games simply by splitting
control between players. The solo format is still there for those who want to experience Brothers in its original form (you can even trade between the two at will via the break menu), but the decision to include a more traditional co-op experience takes away some of the game's original charm. Almost six
years after its original release on Xbox Live Arcade, Brothers' control scheme can still be a bit confusing, even for players who have finished it on other platforms. No matter where each brother is on the screen, the stick that controls them remains the same, so learning to remember that Naiee is on the
right stick and Naia on the left can be a dizziness experience, especially when they are now on the opposite side of the screen. Fortunately, about an hour and the setup soon becomes a second nature, but at first it will feel very alien. There are no such problems when you play co-op and you've split joy-
cons between you, but by introducing a second Brothers player it loses the challenge that spins the dish that helped make it such a unique solo adventure. Environmental puzzles, stealth sections, and boss encounters simply aren't that difficult when you're playing with a friend and the game's final twist
somehow loses some of its impact when you experience it as a team. It's still a compelling story, but making it traditionally cooperative in nature shatters its most remarkable USP. Thankfully, it's not just the control scheme that helped Brothers carve out cult status, but the experiences that the excitable
Naiee and his stinging brother Naia experience throughout their history. From the opening shot of his menu screen where Naiee kneels for the grave on the cliff of the deceased mother at the final section of the game - which we won't spoil just to say will stay with you long after the credits launch - Brothers
is a kaleidoscope of emotion. By opting for to intelligible dialogue, Fares and his team create a credible bond between young brothers and sisters. One full of exuberance for the adventure to come, the other slowly forged by the premature responsibilities of adulthood, Naiee and Naia quarrel and bond
equally in a way that feels natural and believable. One of the many things that makes Brothers so loved is how well he weaves the story of other characters into his narrative. You may be on an adventure to find a remedy for your lying father's health, but along the way you'll make music to help ease
someone's pain, gather a couple of love birds, and many more. Although linear in its design, it's still easy to miss these little moments, so the extra playthroughs will definitely add more stories to your Brothers memories. Even looking for all the benches -- which allow the duo to take a moment of respite
and enjoy countless panoramic views -- is in itself a rewarding secondary quest. This remastered version comes with a set of objectives (based on the original objectives for Xbox 360 versions) so that switch players can at least get some of the satisfaction of seeing a pop notification on the screen, even if
it's not contributing to an overall player score. There is also a track of The Director's Commentary. Unfortunately, this track isn't interspersed throughout the game in the same way as Gone Home or Firewatch, but instead it's a more than 50-minute video that's on the menus. It's a bit of low quality and
while it's a really interesting watch (including trivia about how the game was made), it's odd that 505 Games didn't find a more intuitive way to share this existing movie. Technically, Brothers' Switch port is almost identical to the one released on PS4 and Xbox One nearly four years ago. All the extras are
the same (a concept art gallery, access to the entire soundtrack and the aforementioned comment video) with only the cooperative mode that serves as a real exclusive at this point. From a technical point of view, it works well and smoothly. There are occasional moments when a certain plot seems a little
too faded, or when the shadows stand out a little too much on their background, but overall it's another solid door on Nintendo's latest hardware. Poignant, heartbreaking and memorable as it was in 2013, Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons hasn't lost any of its emotional effects in those years that follow. With
an eye-catching soundtrack, fable's evocative aesthetic design, and a really smart view of the co-op, you can really understand why it's held in such high regard. The new traditional co-op mode offers a new way to play, but also robs the game of one of its most challenging and rewarding features.
Although there's not much here to convince players that already experienced Brothers, those who have enjoyed Unravel Two will surely have fun in its cooperative charm. Great 8/10 scoring policyReview copy provided by 505 game games
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